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Abstract: Thesis writing is important in higher education because it shows the students’ ability in doing research and producing written academic results. Generally, it is assume that university students are educated people and therefore have an ability to produce a thesis. Yet, this is not always as easy as it seems. For students studying in English academic culture, for example, thesis writing brings two challenges. First, a challenge of writing in a language that is not their own, English. Second, a challenge of producing written work in a new cultural context, that is English academic culture. These challenges often cause great difficulties in producing the thesis for the Indonesian students.


A. BACKGROUND

Much research has been conducted on English study and cross cultural understanding (Ballard, 1990, 1995; Ballard and Clanchy, 1991; Fox, 1990; Barker et al, 1991; Gallois and Callan, 1997; Hall and Hall, 2000; Hofstede, 1998; Moui, 2000; Spizzica, 2004). However, although these studies describe the challenges of the new language and culture for students, a little attention has been given to the students’ own perspective of the challenges and how they tackle those challenges to succeed in their studies.

It is know from many researches that there is an interaction between students’ culture and their experiences in English academic culture. Most research suggests that the thesis writing in the university does not only represent students’ ability in the research and academic writing, but also the language, culture and attitude of the academic society where the thesis is
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produced (Ballard, 1995; Ballard and Clanchy 1990, 1991; Connor and Kaplan, 1987; Barker et al 1991; Biggs, 1997; Clyne, 1992; Gudykunst, 1998; Duszak, 1994).

In general, the difficulties of thesis writing for the students concern aspects such as critical thinking, linear ideas and originality (Ballard and Clanchy, 1990, 1991; Ballard, 1985; Biggs, 1997; Gudykunst, 1998; Connor and Kaplan, 1987).

Critical thinking is considered difficult because of several reasons. First of all, it challenges most students’ previous experiences in academic education. Critical thinking, in English culture, emphasizes judgment presented in the form of reasoned argument (Ballad and Clanchy, 1990). In thesis writing, for example, critical thinking means students present experts’ ideas by putting judgment and argument on the value of the idea. The action of judging and arguing, unfortunately, do not have much value to most students with their own culture background. In fact, the actions are considered inappropriate because they show no respect to the knowledge and the position of the experts (Ballard and Clanchy, 1991). In addition, critical thinking is difficult for most students because the act of voicing arguments contradicts the concept of harmony that most of the students value in their own academic culture. Moreover, as many of the students are from horizontal collectivist societies, the action of standing out and voicing arguments can be quite difficult, as described in the saying, “the nail that sticks out gets hammered down” (Gudykunst, 1998).

Similar to the difficulties with critical thinking, the problem that most students have with producing linear ideas is also mainly cultural. According to Kaplan (cited in Ballard and Clanchy, 1991), most Asian students with their Asian culture had circular pattern of thinking. In this pattern of thinking, the writing is characterized by indirectness – ideas that circle around the topic ideas of the writing. The writing form can look like an upside down pyramid where plenty of background information that decorates the writing is at the top, and at the bottom is the main topic of the writing. With this pattern of thinking, it is difficult for these students to understand and apply the concept of being direct. Next, the problem is also linked to the context of culture that the students have. For students with collectivist culture, the context of the culture tends to be high, the direct and clear ideas on the writing, therefore is
not necessary. The students are educated to believe that their readers have adequate knowledge so that giving explicit and direct description on the writing is considered inappropriate and underestimating the readers’ knowledge (Hall, 2000).

The concept of originality mainly relates to paraphrasing ideas in the thesis writing. This is considered an important act of writing in English academic culture. For the students, however, this concept may be difficult to apply. There can be a language problem that leads the students to quote the exact wording of the text rather than summarizing it in their own words. As Ballard and Clanchy (1990: 108) state:

Much of the intellectual frustration and feeling of incompetence that the students have come from problems of thinking in English. They know the statements they can make in English are so much simplified and naïve than their thinking in their own language.

There are also cultural influences that make the paraphrasing difficult for the students. In Indonesian culture, for example, experts’ ideas are considered as a set of values that are the established truth. Therefore, to paraphrase the ideas would be considered not necessary.

As paraphrasing is considered difficult to perform, direct quotation of the resources become the most preferred option. However, this activity also brings problem to the students because the way quoting is done in the students’ own academic culture is very different from English academic culture. For example, in English academic culture, the quotation is accompanied by complete referencing of the author and other necessary information from where the ideas are taken. The act of providing the information in English academic culture is important in order to acknowledge the private property of ideas of an individual. In most Asian academic culture, including Indonesian, however, referencing may not be that important because the ideas are considered public property that any member of the society can use directly. In addition, there is also a high context of culture that indicates shared values in the society so that the act of giving references is unnecessary (Ballard, 1995).
B. STUDENTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR STRATEGIES TO OVERCOME THE DIFFICULTIES

Ballard and Clanchy (1990) argue that it is not easy to suggest fixed strategies to overcome difficulties that student have because the students are unique as individuals and often approach the difficulties with strategies which may not be the same as the other students. Yet, it is still worth presenting some strategies, which have been found successful to help to give examples and perspectives in dealing with the difficulties.

From the literature presented by many researchers, the strategies can be classified into two parts: strategies that the students can do independently and strategies that involve other parties (i.e., supervisor, friends, academic advisor, etc).

For the strategies that the students can mostly do independently, Ballard and Clanchy (1990) suggest the students practice their writing more frequently so that it is easier to see the progress of their language and writing skills. In addition, it is advised that the students recognize and understand the culture influence on their writing and try to adapt to the new values that are used in thesis writing in English academic tradition.

Besides applying the self-oriented approaches, it is suggested that the students actively seek help from others, including their supervisor, colleagues, friends, academic advisor and the university support services (language centre, etc). Through discussion with these people, the students can develop thorough and mutual cross culture understanding and also gain new insight about their writing. Moreover, discussion, especially with supervisors, can also help both parties to recognize the weaknesses and learn together to improve the writing.

1. Reflection on Academic Culture Differences

There are three points being analyzed here on the reflection on academic culture differences, namely students’ understanding of their supervisor’s expectation in their thesis writing, the communication between the students and their supervisor and the comparative analysis on the academic differences between English and Indonesian.
a. The Students’ Understanding of the Supervisor’s Expectation in their Thesis Writing

Supervisor’s expectation of the students in their thesis writing is the most important thing that the students should know and understand completely. That is because the whole process of thesis writing depends on how much they can fulfill this expectation. In this paper, the exploration of the students’ understanding of the supervisor’s expectation of their thesis writing is with regard to the process of making sentences and paragraphs on the thesis. In general, students have good idea of what is expected from them in thesis writing. They may have been told by their supervisors about the expectation or somehow have known about it from their friends, books or experiences in their study. In this case the perceived expectations of the supervisors can be categorized as critical thinking, being direct and organized, using the appropriate reference system and punctuation.

b. Critical Thinking

Student learning in English academic culture believed that the supervisors expected them to think critically. Critical thinking here is related to independence, analysis and argument.

As an act of independence, critical thinking allows the students to create ideas that are different from others. The independence also allows ideas that do not confirm the experts, in thus the ideas can range from agreeing, disagreeing, believing, disbelieving, etc. In other words, the independence gives a freedom to voice the self thinking on the writing.

Next, critical thinking was defined as an analysis process which includes two things: questioning the elements of the thing and the reason for its occurrence. In the thesis writing, the analysis leads the students to present ideas of experts with their own constructions and interpretations. In other words, the analysis made the ideas in the writing have a soul that contain the students bias and tacit knowledge of the matter, which in turn, makes the writing an active process of thinking.

Finally, critical thinking is defined by word argument. It is suggested that critical thinking in the thesis is in the form of arguments that the students write, especially when citing ideas from the literature. In giving arguments, the students should discuss pros and cons of the ideas from a reasoned point
of view. In summary, the argument is an actual outcome of being independent and analytic in the critical thinking process.

From the explanation above, it can be concluded that the concept of critical thinking in the thesis writing include actions of analyzing, questioning, evaluating and judging a subject which is presented in a persuasive and reasoned argument.

c. Direct and Organized

Supervisor expected that in thesis writing the students can be direct and organized. These terms mean that the students should write sentences and paragraphs which are to the point and relevant. Being direct and organized also oblige the students to be efficient in terms of words and effective in meaning, or in other words the thesis is free from any circumlocution of ideas, irrelevance, wordiness or repetition.

d. Originality – Using Appropriate Referencing System

The third expectation of the supervisor on thesis writing is the originality in referencing. Being original also means that the students write ideas from other people by acknowledging the resource completely. In this case the respect of copyright of other’s idea is high. However, with the limited ability in paraphrasing might make the students produce ideas without even changing the wording or providing adequate analysis of the ideas. In short, although the students know and have understood the concept of originality, they may find it a challenge to fulfill.

e. Punctuation

The correct use of punctuation is also expected by the supervisor on thesis writing in English academic culture. It is because clear connection of ideas in the sentences is crucial in the thesis. Furthermore, there is a strong connection between directness and appropriate use of punctuation, as the punctuation makes the meaning of the thesis direct. However, problem might occur due to differences in the use of punctuation symbols in Indonesian language and English.
2. The Communication between the Students and the Supervisors

Communication is crucial for both students and supervisors in the process of writing the thesis. With communication, the supervisors can monitor the progress of the students while at the same time the students get the supervision they need for the next stage of thesis writing. This supervision is often in form of feedback on their writing drafts.

There are four feedback foci that students may have during the whole process of their communication with the supervisors. These include feedback on referencing, critical analysis, linear pattern of thinking and logic. In English academic culture, the supervisors’ feedback asked the students to be direct and critical which fit to their expectation. It is assume that there is a gap between the students’ knowledge of the expectation and their writing outcomes. In other words, students do face problems fulfilling the expectations. However, this may indicate the limitation in the students’ writing, it is still a positive finding for both students and supervisors as knowing the problems at early stage of supervision would give the students more chance for early assistance from their supervisor. Finally, the finding also shows that the students and the supervisors have mutual interaction on the process of thesis writing.

3. Academic Culture Differences

During the process of thesis writing, the students may experience some aspects of culture that are different (between their own culture and English academic culture).

First is connectedness of ideas in the writing. In English academic culture, the ideas of the writing are organized and connected. For example, the introduction and the supporting sentences of a paragraph of the thesis are related to one another and form a solid idea. Moreover, connectedness also means that the students should provide supporting evidence in their writing. For instance, when writing a topic on the use of certain media to improve a teaching, the student should mention everything related to the media and the teaching and also to what extend the teaching can be improved.

Second of all, the proportion of information described in the writing is also different between English academic culture and the students own culture. In English academic culture, clear and complete explanation is necessary for
the readers in their writing. In other words, the author has to supply detailed explanation. In the students' own culture, however, complete explanation is not necessary. The reason for this is because the assumption that readers have shared knowledge, therefore providing detailed information is just like insulting the readers’ intelligence.

Next, the difference between English academic culture and the students' own culture is found in the respect of individual ideas. English academic culture requires a complete referencing system, where acknowledgement of the source being sued in the writing is crucial. In the students' own culture it is not that specific.

Moreover, the difference in academic culture between English and the students lies mostly in the way information is presented. In English academic culture, the information is presented in critical and persuasive analysis. In the students' own culture this persuasive analysis is not encouraged. This is because keeping harmony is more appreciated. Therefore triggering conflict should be avoided.

In conclusion, there are several characteristics that are different between English academic culture and the students' own culture. It is interesting to note how much the students can understand the differences when they acquire English language and its academic culture. Their analyses on the differences went deeper in the way they perceive information presented in their process of thesis writing.

4. Difficulties in Writing a Thesis

4.1. Culture

Critical analysis is considered difficult because the students have different cultural perceptions. For the students, it is not because there is a problem of not knowing the concept of being critical, but it is more in a way that the students are not accustomed to it. It is often happen that the students’ unwillingness to be critical because they thought it would go against the concept of being good and polite or the directness might trigger a conflict.
4.2. Language

The difficulty with language, for the students in writing thesis was perceived as poor mastery of vocabulary. It is difficult to find equivalent words to describe the ideas, especially terminology used in the field. The problem might get worse when the students need to paraphrase a citation from literature.

4.3. Personality

The students may face difficulties in their thesis writing in academic culture due to their personality traits. This may become the biggest problems in the students’ adjustment to produce a good thesis writing in English academic culture. The traits include the students’ attitude toward making mistake and correction and their level of confidence.

The lack of confidence in writing performance may affect the students’ confidence to success in writing a thesis in English academic culture. In Asian academic tradition, it is generally assume that the students should be humble, while in English academic culture the students should be critical. It is not easy for the students to put themselves in different position. It takes some times for the students to build up confidence that is crucial to succeed in their writing. When the personality has changed, the students will be able to fit in the English academic culture.

It is indicated that the English academic tradition demands different attitude from the students own academic traditions in term of personality. However, having found this difference and also experience the difficulty with the impact of the difference, the students should not give up. The students should be motivated to tackle the difficulties, or in other words, they should approach the difficulties with a positive attitude in order to find solutions they need to succeed in their thesis writing.

In general, the comprehensive ideas about the perceived expectations of supervisors in thesis writing are very important. In term of culture, the difficulties were mostly in critical analysis, directness and logical organization of ideas. With language, on the other hand, the problem is mainly to do with poor vocabulary mastery. Finally, the difficulty with personality relates to the attitudes toward making mistakes and corrections in the thesis writing.
5. Tackling the Challenges of Thesis Writing

The analysis of students’ strategies to tackle the difficulties of thesis writing is important because the ideas will help students to be success in their thesis writing. It is also important to identify the students’ qualities that made the successful in their thesis writing i.e. finishing the thesis, submitting it to their supervisor and accepted to be examined in the thesis examination.

5.1. Strategies to Overcome the Difficulties

In general, there are two strategies that students can use to overcome the difficulties in writing a thesis: self analysis and active interaction with the supervisor in the process of thesis guidance.

Self analysis, for most students, was undertaken in order to examine themselves, their own culture and education’s perceptions of the English academic culture. Self analysis helped the students to see the differences as merely challenges that they can tackle. It is believe that it takes some time for the students to understand and analyze themselves. During this period, the students learn to see the problems and accept the weaknesses. Later, the students will be able to see the problems more clearly and positively.

Once the students understood themselves a lot better, they approach other people for helps they need to tackle the problems in their thesis writing. The students should take an active role in asking to supervisors for encouragement they need in writing. With this action, the students will realize that they were not the same person as they were before. They are not passive instead they are active for help and come and get it themselves. The action of being active in this matter changes their role. They become actively approach their colleagues, friends and university support service (language centre) for the help they need. In short, the students’ effort in tackling their problems in thesis writing, somehow, will change their role and attitude from accepting and passive to more active in seeking help from others.

5.2. The meaning of Solving Problems of Thesis Writing

Students that believe challenges should be tackled in the process of thesis writing will lead the students into success in finishing their thesis. There are two things that are valued in this matter. First, it is important that students use the word challenges instead of difficulties on the problems of thesis writing.
There is a positive attitude toward the word challenge rather than the word difficulties which will make the students had positive thinking towards the challenges. This positive thinking is an important factor that creates an attitude of success for the students. By the use of the word challenges, the students will also show that they have a strong belief in their ability to tackle the challenges. This attitude is the one that build up the students’ confidence to succeed.

5.3. The Motivation to succeed in Thesis Writing

Students can be motivated to succeed in thesis writing because of external or internal factors. Some of the students may be motivated externally by their supervisor, family, colleagues, and friends. Some others may have more internal or self-motivation to succeed. It is interesting to point out that students who are from collectivist value somehow may have strong individual motivation. The students may have pride in themselves and need other to recognize it. This, in return, makes achievement in thesis writing crucial to the students. Another idea that lead to motivation is the necessity for the students to create an image of good students and viewed as intelligent people that are fully motivated and have broad understanding of the meaning of success within themselves.

5.4. Changes and Attitude toward the Changes

When the students succeed in tackling the challenges of writing the thesis in English academic culture, they were then considered as having made changes in their writing, that is, to suit the pattern of the English tradition. The changes are meaningful for the students as they learned to adjust their culture, language and personality to the English academic way.

In culture, the students will learn to switch the circular pattern of thinking and harmony values to a direct and critical pattern of thinking. These changes may mean that their thesis is more to the point in ideas, brave in voicing and argument and deep in analysis.

In language, the students’ thesis changed in terms of appropriate use of a referencing system. This change symbolized the revelation of respect of individuality for the students and shows awareness and appreciation of copyright of ideas. In the process, the students will also realize that they have
improved their vocabulary mastery which is shown from their command in paraphrasing other people’s opinion in their own wordings.

The most important change that the student may have in the process of thesis writing is the personality. The changes include an acceptance of criticism, being open minded, independent in opinion, confident, an appreciation of relativity and respect of differences.

Some student may also experience that they change from being reluctant to being more independent in giving opinion. This change is the most difficult change they may have throughout their thesis writing. It is because it is not in the students’ nature to think independently. It is believed that the students who are bound by collectivist values of uniformity of ideas have a less tendency to voicing their own ideas. Yet, from their study in English academic culture, they may learn and change to be freer in stating their own ideas without feeling worried about the collectivist opinion.

The best change that the student may experience in the process of thesis writing is to believe in relativity. In Asian academic culture, everything can be perceived as black or white; there is only one single truth. For example, the student may commit to the idea that a method given by an expert must work in any context. Yet, in English academic culture, the students learn that the concept is not always true and that everything is relative. The students learn to see the fact before accepting any ideas. Given the same example, in English academic culture the students would suggest that the method would not necessarily work in every context because the situation could be different. In short, the change that the students have is by looking at a new perspective of judging thing from their study in English academic culture.

Finally, student may change from believing in a collectivist value-respecting harmony of opinion to a more individualistic value-respecting different opinion. This change may happen as the students began to accept the individualistic values on their new academic life. It may difficult for them to have a disagreement on ideas with others, especially to their supervisors. It is like taking the supervisors’ face. But after a while, the students will understand that in English academic culture and relationship to point out arguments is not bad as there is a respect for differences. From this experience, the students will be able to share ideas and appreciate different opinions.
The explanation above it can be concluded that the process of writing a thesis in English academic culture and tackling the difficulties on the writing may make the students change in culture, language and personality. In culture, the students would make their thesis more critical, direct and deeper in analysis. In language, the students will make improvements in their vocabulary mastery and the use of referencing system. Finally, in personality, the students will be able to accept criticism, be open minded, independent in opinion, confident, appreciate relativity and respect differences. These personality changes were considered as the most difficult yet will be the best changes that will happened to the students.

5.6. Suggestion for Supervisors and academic advisor

In relation to the supervisors and academic advisors, there is a question of how active the supervisor or the academic advisor role is in the process of change that the students go through in English academic culture. The students may learn to see the academic culture differences by themselves when they perform an active self analysis of their situation. However, the supervisor and academic advisor helps is crucial in the process of leading the student to recognize English academic culture which then they analyze and compare with their own culture. Discussions on the problems face by the students in English academic writing will build a mutual understanding on the matter. Somehow, if there is a change that the supervisor or academic advisor see earlier, the students self analysis will soon be developed.

C. CONCLUSIONS

There are aspects that are found different between English academic thesis writing and students own culture in terms of connectedness of ideas, proportion of information being described in the thesis, respect for individual’s ideas, proportion of information being described in the thesis, respect for individual’s ideas and the way the information is presented. These differences may cause difficulties for the students to fulfill the expectation of the supervisors on their thesis writing especially in being critical, direct, organized and original. It is significant to know that the students may show deep understanding of both academic cultures they have experienced. It is also interesting to point out that students’ awareness of cultural reasons underlying the difficulties they experience in English academic culture help them in the process of tackling the difficulties. Good support from the
supervisors, academic advisor, and other external parties will bring mutual interaction that makes it easier for the students to tackle the problems.

There are three factors that are related to students’ difficulties in thesis writing: culture, language and personality. With culture, the students may find thesis writing is difficult in terms of critical analysis, directness and logical organization of ideas. With language, the difficulties are mostly with appropriate use of words for referencing. Lastly, the personality difficulties are the attitudes toward making mistakes and corrections and the level of confidence. These are perhaps the most difficult for them. From the whole analysis of these three factors, it can be concluded that the difficulties generally can occur because the students are not familiar with the English academic traditions. The analysis also explores the students’ strategies to overcome the difficulties, which includes self analysis and active interaction with other people.
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